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p APER MONEY IN
ARTITION ED

OLAND
by Prof. Andrzej Mikotajczyk

T
 HREE partitions of Poland during 1772-1793 and

1795 annihilated, step by step, the Polish state in
favor of her three powerful and aggressive neigh-

bors—Russia, Prussia and Austria. The followers of the
Kogciuszko Insurrection of 1794 couldn't withstand this joint
invasion. Tangible examples of this dramatic period are the
short-lived treasury notes, the first Polish paper money, with-
drawn from circulation by the invaders.

Some hope for regaining independence was brought to
Poland by Napoleon Bonaparte and the French army;
French troops and the allied Polish legions entered Poznan
and Warsaw in November 1806 and the Prussians withdrew.
The Tylia Peace Treaty, contracted on 25 June 1807 between
France and Russia, created the Warsaw Duchy in the area of
the second and third Prussian partitions. The Saxon king,
Frederick Augustus, was proclaimed the ruler.

After the war with Austria, according to the Vienna Peace
Treaty signed on 14 October 1809, the area of the third Aus-
trian partition was incorporated into the Warsaw Duchy.
The Saxon connections were visible in the new Polish paper
money. Frederick Augustus' edict of 1 December 1810 in-
troduced the box office notes (bilety kassowe) in three
denominations: 1, 2 and 5 talers, printed in Dresden on white
paper with Saxon patterns. The total of 1,010,000 notes
amounted to 9 million Polish zlotys (zlp). One taler equalled
6 zlp. They were received for customs in the Warsaw Duchy.
The notes could be exchanged for the coins in the Warsaw
box office at the price of four copper groats (gr) for each taler.
The notes were used to pay half of the taxes, but they were
not, however, declared legal tender.

All three denominations displayed the same type; within
the wide ornamented frame the arms of Saxony and Poland
were depicted. The central legend mentioned the king's
edict. The treasury signatures of the commisar and the
comptroller and the serial numbers are seen below. The
watermarks, placed around the edges, show the denomina-
dons and the type of notes (Fig. 1). They were dated 1 De-
cember 1810, but did not enter circulation until April 1811.

In January 1813 the Warsaw Duchy was invaded by the
Russians, forcing out the French and Polish armies after the
disastrous 1812 winter campaign. The Napoleonic defeat was
followed by the Vienna Congress in 1815. The Polish lands
were partitioned again. The western part of the Warsaw
Duchy was incorporated into Prussia, Cracow was joined
with the Austrian partition in Galicia, and the remaining part
of the Duchy was taken over by the Russians and, renamed
as the Polish (Congress) Kingdom, was officially established
on 20 June 1815. Thus, the second chapter of Polish notes

came to an end. The notes were not exchanged for coins, al-
though in 1815-1816 the backs of the notes were stamped
with such an intention by the Central Liquidation Com-
mission.

During the subsequent years paper money in the Polish
Kingdom did not change. In 1824 treasury notes were pre-
pared only in denominations of 5 zlotys (zl) (40,000) and 100
zl (10,000) totaling 16 million zl, but still there was no decision
concerning an issuing institution.

On 29 January 1828 Czar Nicholas I confirmed the edict
that established the Polish Bank to settle the public debt, aid
industry and extend national trade and credit. The Polish
Bank was authorized to issue notes and in early May 1828
proceeded with 10 million zl in coins and 8.1 million zl in
promissory notes; the following year capital was increased to
30 million zl. On 19 May 1828 the Polish Bank announced
the issue of treasury notes already printed in 1824. These
notes, printed on inferior paper, did not withstand the han-
dling of circulation; new notes were needed before the Polish
Bank could consider its own issue.

On 2 February 1830 another edict was announced. Under
the supervision of the Commission of Public Debt new notes
of 5, 50 and 100 zl dated 1 May 1830 were printed with de-
signs by Jan Minheymer. The 50 zl notes entered circulation
on 26 November 1830. A few days later the Polish National
Uprising (November Uprising) began.

Polish insurgent troops drove the Russians from the Polish
Kingdom and some regions of Lithuania. The Czar's
brother, commanding the Russian army in Warsaw, had to
escape in a female disguise.

In the first months of the uprising the Polish authorities
tried to secure and control the circulation of money in the
liberated area. In order to obtain the precious metals for
minting coins, and to support circulating notes, Parliament
announced in June 1831 that silver and gold would be con-
fiscated from the Church as a compulsory loan. This loan
was secured by the treasury assignats bearing 6 percent in-
terest and was issued in four denominations: 100, 200, 500
and 1,000 zlp (Fig. 2).

Instead of the expected 1 million zlp only 312,000 zlp were
issued. The Warsaw Mint struck the coins and the Parlia-
mentary Act of 1 August 1831 authorized the 1 zl notes
(735,000 pieces). The notes displayed, in green, the crowned
arms of Poland and Lithuania resembling the traditional
union, the denomination and the bank officials' signatures
(Fig. 3). The intended 2 zl notes were never issued due to the
Russian counteroffensive. The Polish Kingdom fell again into
Russian hands.

The Russian conquerors began to remove all signs of the
period of independence and to minimize the previous eco-
nomic autonomy of the Polish Kingdom. In December 1832
the insurgent 1 zl notes were withdrawn; the Polish Bank
notes of 5 and 100 zl, already approved before the outbreak
of the November Uprising, were issued.

Russification of public life imposed within the Polish
Kingdom also included the monetary system. In 1841 the
Polish zloty was replaced by the Russian ruble (1 ruble =
6,666 zl). The new notes were: 1 ruble (green, since 1857 or-
ange), 3 rubles (black and pink, since 1850 pink), and 10 and
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Fig. I. The Warsaw Duchy box office 5 taler note dated 1 Dec. 1810.
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Fig. 5. The Treasury of Liberated Poland 10 zl bond issued in
London by the Polish Central Committee on 15 March 1853.
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Fig. 2. The Polish Kingdom Treasury 500 zl assignat issued afier June 1831.

Fig. 4a. Back.

Fig. 3. The Polish Bank 1 zl 	 Fig. 4. The Polish Bank 1 ruble of 1847
insurgent note issued after 1 	 from the Russian-Polish series. 	 Fig. 6. National government temporary 100 zl bond printed in the clandestine
Aug. 1831. 	 printing shop in Warsaw in September 1863 during the January Uprising.
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25 rubles (white). They were inscribed first in Russian and
then in Polish. On the back additional legends were printed
in French, English and German (Fig. 4). By 1857 the with-
drawal of Polish Bank notes in zl units was completed.
Russian-Polish notes circulated until 1866.

The Russian repression against the Poles was worse in
Lithuania. The local Russian governor, Murawyew— called
the hangman—sentenced thousands of men, women and
children to death, and sent more to labor camps and prisons
in Siberia. The economic war against the Poles in the eastern
provinces of the former Polish state was carried out without
any hesitation or mercy. Thousands of Polish noblemen were
reduced to the status of peasants, the Catholic poles were not
allowed to sell their properties except to Orthodox Russians,
and education in the Polish language was forbidden. Na-
tional frustration was growing.

Polish politicians in exile in western Europe had been col-
lecting money for the struggle with the partitioning powers.
In 1850, in London, the Polish Central Committee (PCC)
joined the European Central Committee (ECC), and
gathered the leaders of the independence movements con-
ceived during the Spring of Nations in 1848. The Polish Cen-
tral Committee, representing the Polish Democratic Society,
was directed by Stanislaw Worcell, while the ECC was run by
Giuseppe Mazzini.

The signatures of both men were placed on bonds of 10, 50
and 100 zip, issued on 15 March 1853 in London to support
the "Treasury of Liberated Poland" in the name of the
Republic of Poland. Text on the bonds stated equivalent
denominations in other currencies, e.g., 10 zlp = 5 English
shillings or 1 Prussian thaler, and 20 silver groats = 6.25
French francs or Italian lire. The 10 zlp bond was printed in
pink; the Polish Eagle wore a ribbon inscribed "God and
People"; the banners below included the inscriptions "Lib-
erty, Equality and Brotherhood" on the left and the first
phrases of the Polish national anthem "Poland is not lost
vet . ." on the right; and two medallions that identified the
ECC and PCC (Fig. 5).

Bonds connected with the Polish independence move-
ments in the 19th century were prepared during the next
Polish National Uprising (January Uprising) which started
against Russia in January 1863 in the Polish Kingdom and in
Lithuania.

In order to raise money for the struggle with Russia, the in-
surgent national government declared, in July 1863, the
home five percent loan, which amounted to 21 million zl. It
was imposed on wealthy citizens, and in October it was
reshaped into a voluntary general national loan; it increased
the sum to 40 million zl. The loan was directed at citizens dis-
posing of capital of over 20,000 zl and those who had annual
incomes of 3,000 zl or more; the less wealthy could partici-
pate in the loan voluntarily.

Temporary bonds were printed in denominations of 100,
500, 1,000, 5,000 and 10,000 zl. They were prepared by
Kajetan Strupczewski in the clandestine printing workshop
of the national government, situated in a cellar of a house at
484 Podwale Street in Warsaw. The lithographic method
used to print 110,000 bonds, at a cost of 1,866 zl, enabled each
denomination to be printed in a different color. The bonds
were delivered to the treasury department of the insurgent

authorities during the latter part of September 1863; in early
October the Russian Secret Police discovered the clandestine
workshop and arrested Strupczewski.

Consequently, the district and municipal loan committees
were able to distribute only a limited number of the bonds, as
the uncut counterfoil on the left of Figure 6 illustrates. These
bonds hear the seal of the national government with a tripar-
tite shield that shows the arms of Poland, Lithuania and
Ruthenia as well as a legend "Equality, Liberty and Inde-
pendence" (Fig. 6).

In January 1864 the permanent bonds of the national loan
were printed and later smuggled to Poland from abroad.
They supplied the January Uprising with about 13-15 million
zl in the three partitions of Poland.

After the January Uprising was brutally crushed by the
Russians thousands of Poles were sentenced to death, others
to life in prison in Siberia. The Russians moved the Polish
Kingdom to 'Vistula Land, an undeveloped province at the
edge of the Empire. The Polish Bank notes were gradually
replaced by those of the Russian State Bank, and were finally
withdrawn in 1875. The Polish bank, deprived of issuing
authority in 1870, was closed in October 1898.

Russian economic troubles occurred after the Crimean
War in the mid-19th century. The ruble lost its former pur-
chasing power and the supply of currency in circulation
proved insufficient. Because the Polish Bank had lost its is-
suing authority in the Polish Kingdom the currency balance
was disturbed. This was further aggravated by peasants freed
in the 1860s, which created a demand for money in the coun-
tryside.

During this critical period emergency notes appeared in
several dozen localities under Russian occupation. As an ex-
ample, the Beneficial Society in Lublin issued, after 26 Oc-
tober 1861, notes exchangeable to bank rubles at any time.
They were in various denominations in both Polish and Rus-
sian, e.g., 10 gr = 5 kopeks (Fig. 7).

Similarly, notes called sola wexel were issued by J. Woy--
czyriski's tavern in Kolno (Fig. 8), where a low grade of vodka
was served. In 1863 the Wohyn estate issued sola wexels in
Polish denominations (Fig. 9). Jeiwo, a land domain in
Lomza district, issued notes in silver kopeks (Fig. 10). The
joint estates of Kluki-Parzno and Strzyiewice in the PiotrkOw

Fig. 7. Lublin Beneficial Society 10 gr issued according to the Act of 26 Oct.
1861, face and back.
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S. Panashchew Estate 25 kopeks, undated.
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Fig. 12. Face and back of the Lad Estate 12 kopeks, 10 Sept. 1894.

Fig. 8. J. Wyczyr'zski's Vodka Tavern	 Fig 9. Wohyn Estate 2 .z1
6 gr note issued in Kolno.	 note, 1863.

Trybunalski district issued notes in Polish gr denominations,
which were acceptable throughout the domain (Fig. 11).

Similar notes were presented to estate workers by the land
owner's administration. Thus, the estate notes were strictly
controlled by the land owners' administration. These notes,
printed on cardboard and different paper, in different shapes
and colors, circulated until the end of the century, e.g., a note

Fig. 10. jeivo Estate 50 kopek note, undated.

dated 10 September 1894 (Fig. 12) issued by the estate in Lad
near Slupca. The notes enjoyed wide popularity.

In July 1862 at least 15 note issuers were recorded among
the rapidly developing textile factories in Lodz. Emergency
notes were also accepted in the gentry estates of the Russian
Empire in the East, i.e., Podolia or Ukraine e.g., the undated
25 silver kopek note from the S. Panashchew estate (Fig.
12A).

A brief survey of the notes issued in the Polish territories
partitioned in the 19th century by Russia, Prussia and Aus-
tria, and divided into three separate currency zones of the
ruble, mark and gulden (later the crown), should also include
the local notes issued in the Austrian and German partitions.

In the Austrian zone, including Galicia, the political unrest
of 1848-1849 created monetary disturbances. In about 30
Galician localities, primarily small Carpathian towns, notes
were printed on colorful paper, in small sizes at first, by the
Winiarz Printing House in Lwow. The 1 to 15 kreuzer notes
had legends in German and sometimes in Yiddish, since most
of the issuers were Jewish.

In the Prussian zone the local notes appeared in the late
1840s as a result of the developing credits to supply new in-

Fig. II. Face and back of the liluki-Parzno-Strzy.tewice joint estates 5 gr note,
undated.

Przy jinuje. si,a zfc Gotowizti f! ft, wartoki

w caTynt Obrehie DObr
Kluki Parzno i Strzyiewice.

dustry and railways. During these prosperous years some
local banks, founded in the mid-19th century in the Polish
area, received authority to issue notes. One bank was the
Gdansk Private Joint-Stock Bank. At first 10, 20, 50 and 100
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Fig. 15. Potato coupons for Lodz in 1917
Fig. 14. Polish Military Beasug I crown bond issued in Cracow in 1914.
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Fig. 17. Eastern Loan Office 20 kopeks for territories occupied
by the Germans in the East.

Fig. 16. Polish Home Loan Office 20 mkp, 9 Dec. 1916.

Fig. 18. Eastern Loan Office in Kowno ' /2 mark for German occupied
territories.

Fig. 16a. Back.

talar notes were issued; after 1875 and until 1891, when the
law expired, 100 mark notes were issued. In Poznan the
Provincial Joint-Stock Bank of the Great Princedom of
Poznan issued 10, 20, 50, 100 and 200 talar notes, and then
100 and 200 mark notes until 1893. Fig. 18a. The text on the back is in German, Lithuanian and Latvian.
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Fig. 19. The Ukrainian Treasury 10 karbovanet note depicting 7rezub, the na-
tional symbol of the Ukrainians. Fig. 21. Ludwik Zalewski's Confectionary I crown, undated.
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Fig. 21a. Back.
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Fig. 22. Agricultural Circle in Krokienko 1 crown, 12 May
1919.
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Fig. 20. Inowroctaw municipal 10 mk, 1 Nov. 1918.

Fig. 23. Jewish Community in Korzec 10 rubles. 	 Fig. 24. Austrian 2 crowns overprinted with "RZECZPOSP POLSKA." Unique.
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Other types of notes in partitioned Poland appeared in the
early weeks of the First World War. Economic disorder was
created in the Polish Kingdom, invaded by the German and
Austrian armies in August 1914, when the Russian adminis-
tration escaped to Russia in a state of panic. Civic Com-
mittees were organized in a number of Polish towns; they
tried to keep law and order and solve the economic needs of
the inhabitants. There was a lack of small change due to
hoarding; new supplies did not arrive from Russia. This
prompted an issue of emergency notes. These notes in small
kopek denominations (Fig. 13) circulated widely, even after
the Polish Kingdom was seized by the Germans and the
Austrians.

The outbreak of World War I put the three partitioning
powers in conflict with each other. This marked a new phase
of the Polish independence movement.

In the Austrian partition, a relatively liberal policy had
been extended to the Polish population. Paramilitary troops
were formed by Jcizef Pilsudski, the leader of the Polish inde-
pendence circles.

In Cracow and Lwow these units were transformed into
Polish Legions, which moved to fight the Russians. The 1
crown bond, issued in Cracow in 1914 on behalf of the Polish
Military Treasury to support the struggle against Russia for
Poland's independence (Fig. 14), is the numismatic evidence
of the political situation as it changed in favor of Poland.

Fig. 13. Sieradz Civic Committee 10 kopeks, 10 Aug. 1914.
The war brought economic ruin to Poland. Food supplies

were scarce, and food coupons were introduced. Even
potatoes were rationed; the two-week (May 14 to 27, 1917)
coupon limited the purchaser in Lodz to only 12 pounds (Fig.
15), if they were available. The severities of war, in addition to
the multiple currencies in circulation, created monetary
havoc in Poland. At first there were only Russian rubles,
German marks and Austro-Hungarian crowns.

In late 1916 the German and Austrian emperors pro-
claimed the Polish Kingdom to be controlled by the central
powers. The Polish Home Loan Office issued new notes,
printed in Berlin, in denominations of 1/2, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50,
100 and 1,000 Polish marks (mkp), dated 9 December 1916,
but these were unavailable until early 1917 (Fig. 16). They
were signed by German General von Besseler, the Warsaw
General Governor, since the area of circulation was limited
to the Warsaw General Government, seized by the Germans.

The Austrians, who controlled the Lublin General
Government area (i.e., the southern part of the newly

proclaimed Polish Kingdom), refused to accept the new cur-
rency in favor of Austrian crowns.

The German occupied territory in the east—covering
Eastern Poland, Byelorussia, Lithuania and Southern
Latvia—received a separate currency in 1916. At first the
notes were in Russian rubles and Kopeks (Fig. 17), issued by
the Eastern Loan Office of the Eastern Bank for Trade and
Craft in Poznan. In 1918, the notes were issued by the in-
dependent Eastern Loan Office in Kowno, Lithuania (Fig.
18) in the east mark denominations.

The abdication of the Czar in Russia, followed by the abo-
lition of the monarchic system under the temporary govern-
ment in March 1917, created quite a new situation, including
note issues. Besides new Russian notes, notes of the Popular
Republic of the Ukraine were issued, both in the hrivna and
karbovanets denominations (Fig. 19). They were circulated in
the area controlled by the Ukrainian government (or chang-
ing governments) independent from the Bolshevik regime, as
well as in East Galicia, the part of the Polish state under
reconstruction.

Insufficient money supplies made the issue of local notes a
common practice in all partitions of Polish territory, even im-
mediately after the war. In the former German partition
these notes, still in mark denominations, appeared fre-
quently. For example, in Inowroc-law (Ger. Hohensalza) the
notes issued ten clays before the armistice of 11 November
1918, were emitted in the name of the Municipal Commune
and Savings Bank (Fig. 20).

In the former Austrian partition, local notes were still in
crown denominations during the early months of inde-
pendence.

The Ludwik Zalewski Confectionery in Lwow printed
crown notes bearing the handsigned signature of the issuer
(Fig. 21).

Another example from this region are the handwritten
and easily duplicated notes of 1 crown, issued on 12 May 1919
by the Agricultural Circle in Krogcienko on the Dunajec
River, which were accepted in the circle's general store
(Fig. 22).

In Volhynia, formerly belonging to the Russian Empire,
notes in rubles were released by the local Jewish communi-
ties. A note of 10 rubles, valid until 1 January 1920, was
printed (probably in 1919) in Korzec on paper from a school
exercise book, bearing the impression of a round rubber
stamp in Yiddish on the back and Russian text on the face
(Fig. 23).

Finally, the entire area of the Polish State, reestablished on
11 November 1918, was gradually changed into a one-
currency-territory. This was not an easy task. There were at-
tempts to overprint the former Austrian notes in Galicia in
early 1919. This idea was quickly abandoned. Only the 2
crown note with the unique overprint "RZECZPOSP
POLSKA" (Republic of Poland) and the Polish Eagle (Fig. 24)
remains as the numismatic evidence of this historical period
at the end of partitioned Poland and the rebirth of the
country.

All the notes discussed here are from the Archaeological
and Ethnographical Museum in Lodz, which has the most
comprehensive paper money collection in Poland. ■
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